INTRODUCTION
A number of advantageous features associated with smoothing a Wigner distribution function (WDF) were discussed in a recent report [1] . At that time, it was shown that the WDF with minimum quadratic spread, about the line t = 1 t in the time-frequency plane, was a two-dimensional Gaussian function, when constraints of finite energy and mean-square duration were imposed [1, app. G]. However, a more appropriate measure of spread about the origin in the t,f plane is adopted here and minimized, yielding a unique waveform and corresponding WDF. Additionally, a reward measure for concentration is shown to yield identically the same optimum WDF.
An additional property of smoothing two-dimensional WDFs was also demonstrated; namely, if two Gaussian mountains are doubly-convolved with each other, the effective area of the result is greater than the sum of the two effective areas, unless the contours of both WDFs have the same tilt and ratio of major-to-minor axes [1, app. J]. A quantitative investigation of the effect of mismatch in these parameters on thp effective area is conducted herein.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the content and approach of the earlier report; accordingly, this follow-on effort will be briefer and will not review the considerable history and background of the WDF.
It was shown in [1, (102) and (106)] that the short-term spectral estimate is equal to the double convolution of the WOF of the waveform s(t)
being analyzed with the WDF of the weighting u(t) employed. That is,
where @ denotes convolution. Here,
is the WDF of complex weighting u(t); a similar definition holds for WDF W . (Generalizations to non-Wigner smoothing functions for W are given
Since the WDF W of waveform s(t) has some good energy localization s properties (and some deleterious negative oscillations), it is desired that the smearing in the t,f plane, implied by convolution (1), be minimized.
That is, we would like WOF W of weighting u(t) to be as concentrated as u possible about the origin of the t,f plane. The ideal of an impulse, S(t)6(f), is not a legal WDF, and must he discarded. Since the left-hand side of (1) can never be negative, we can be assured,by this smoothing procedure of two WDFs that we will always get a physically-meaningful distribution in the t,f plane; that is, the smoothed distribution will always be non-negative for all t,f and have a volume equal to the energy of waveform s(t). For example, see (1, (111) et seq.].
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PENALTY MEASURE AND SPREAD In order to confine WDF W u near the origin, we define a penalty measure which is zero at t,f = 0,0 and which increases quadratically with t and f. Namely, the penalty measure is
and the corresponding spread of the WDF W is defined as 
Q= -c (5)
Then, in order that penalty
it is necessary that
The property (6) 
where WDF W is given in terms of u(t) according to (2 
Now consider the quantity
Comparison of (10) and (13) immediately reveals that
We now integrate by parts, letting
to find that
We presume that u(t) goes to zero at t = ±D, consistent with energy constraint (8).
When (16) 
where complex constant A is chosen for unit energy, and B is given by (11).
That is, u (t) has Gaussian amplitude-modulation and linear frequencymodulation. The phase of A is ambiguous.
The resuitant minimum value of spread I in (18) is obviously
where we employed (5). It is always positive, as seen by reference to requirements (6) and (7). 
The area of the contour ellipse at the I/e relative level is 1/2 in the t,f plane, as expected.
Observe that the numerator of the exp in (22) is identically the quadratic penalty function P(t,f) imposed in (3). That is, the contours of optimum WDV (22) are identical to the contours of equal penalty of P(t,f) in
This result is intuitively satisfying: the optimum WOF packs as much volume inside a given penalty contour as possible, to the extent that the resultant WDF values are equal all along that given penalty contour.
Observe also, that although positivity of the WDF W was not imposed U as a constraint in the minimization of spread I in (4) or (9), the resultant optimum WOF in (22) is, in fact, everywhere positive. Although the optimum weighting (20) has an ambiguous phase, the optimum WDF has no ambiguity;
there is a unique optimum WDF, namely (22).
TR 8317 ALTERNATIVE REWARD MEASURE
Instead of penali~in the spread of WDF W about the origin in t,f u space, we could alternatively utilize a measure which rewards concentration about t,f = 0,0. In particular, consider reward function
and reward value
for WDF W . The origin value of R(t,f) is 1; in order for R(t,f) to decay u to zero as t and/or f tend to infinity, we must have condition (7) 
where WOF Wu is given by (2), and V 2 (t,f) is a general two-dimensional smoothing function. The complex ambiguity function of u(t) is
while
is a double Fourier transform of the smoothing function V . Observe that if there is no smoothing, then
*This section is based upon a suggestion by Leon Cohen, Hunter College, New
York, NY, that the optimum WDF results here actually apply to a wider class of distributions.
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Now it is shown in appendix B that the following second momcnts uf generalized smoothing distribution D can be expressed in terms of derivatives of Xu and q at the origin:
Here, for example, superscript u denotes a partial derivative with respect to u, which is then evaluated at the origin v,t= 0,0. 
If follows ininediately that if origin value
which is exactly the spread I of WDF W u(t,f). That is, smoothed distribution D(t,f) in (23) has the same spread as WDF W u(t,f), when smoothing function V 2 (t,f) (actually transform q 2 ) satisfies the properties in (28) and (29). Notice that these properties are considerably less restrictive than requiring
which arises when one is interested in maintaining the marginals (2, (1.6)].
We must also observe from (23) that the volume under generalized smoothing distribution D is equal to the product of the volume under W u and the volume under V But the latter quantity is unity, by virtue of (28). What all this means is, that if we minimize spread I in (30), subject to a unit volume constraint on D, the end result is precisely (18) and (20), and the optimum WDF Wu is again given by (22). The corresponding distribution D is obtained by substitution of (22) into (23) and specification of the complete V 2 or q2 functions. The properties in 
The ratio A 3
is presented in (C-13) in terms of a number of auxiliary quantities.
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The initial example we consioer is where ellipse 1 has seven different areas, namely
Ihe tilt is fixed at w/4 radians and the shape factor at 2. On the other hand, ellipse 2 has
That is, the shape factor is perfect at However, the multitude of parameters has prevented simplification of the area spread factor; accordingly, a program allowing calculation of particular cases is included to allow for further investigation.
The WDFs for the Hermite functions of order n are given in closed form, in terms of a Laguerre polynomial of order n. This result is extended to cross-WDFs in appendix A; in this manner, we can investigate the WDF of an arbitrary waveform when expanded in a weighted sum of Hermite functions, including linear frequency-modulation.
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APPENDIX A. MAXIMIZATION OF REWARD VALUE
We want to find that WDF, W u(t,f), which is maximally concentrated about the origin in t,f space, where the measure of reward for concentration
Thus, the maximum reward occurs at the origin,
R(O,O) = 1 , (A-2)
and the contours of equal reward are ellipses in the t,f plane. In order for R(t,f) to decay to zero as t and/or f tend to infinity, we must have
where =ab -c .
(A-4)
The reward value associated with WDF W is the real quantity U V = "dt df R(t~f) W u(t,f)(A5 which we wish to maximize, where
in terms of weighting u(t). We must constrain the volume of W u , in order that V in (A-5) not tend to infinity as u(t) is simply increased in level. 
where These quantities are all real, with the exception of the two single derivatives, both of which are purely imaginary. These second-order derivative values of Xu can be expressed solely in terms of u(t) and u'(t).
Since we can express complex ambiguity function K in terms of the WDF W according to
it readily follows from (B-6) that
Sdt u(t)1 2
(B-B)
APPENDIX C. GENERAL TILTED ELLIPSE
It will be convenient to be able to specify the area, tilt, and shape factor of an ellipse directly, instead of trying to solve for these quantities from the general form while its shape factor is
it is a simple matter to find that
leading to the desirable form Once area A, tilt 8, and shape factor F are specified, (C-9) affords a ready calculation of a,b,p; quantities C and S are given by (C-7). Since which are needed below.
In order to distinguish the two Gaussian mountains being doubly convolved in [1, (3-2)], we label them with subscripts 1 and 2, respectively, thereby obtaining The minimum value of (C-13) is 1, attained when shape factors F 1 = F2
and tilts D l = 0,,. More generally, when we specify
equations (C-li) and (C-12) allow for evaluation of all the parameters needed in (C-13) and (C-14). A ;ample program in BASIC is attached.
Subroutine E computes a, b, sin(@), cos(e) as given by (C-9) and (C-10) in terms of given area A, shape factor F, and tilt 1 (=B). The minimum obviously occurs for n = 0.
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Result (D-19) agrees with (A-27). However, the ). given here by n (0-21) differs from that given by (A-26), because we are solving for the minimum penalty here versus the maximum reward there.
